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We focus on flexibility, latent heterogeneity
and endogeneity in aggregate market re-
sponse models which previous reviews have
considered either incompletely or not at all.
Ignoring these issues could lead to biased es-
timates of the effects of marketing variables
and finally erroneous implications for market-
ing decision making. We recall the main char-
acteristics of several more frequently applied
parametric market response functions. In the
next chapters we review relevant studies indi-
cating both methods applied and results ob-
tained. We start by presenting flexible aggre-
gate market response models. Their non-
parametric component is often specified as
multilayer perceptron, spline regression, or
kernel regression. We then deal with latent
heterogeneity both across households and
across retail chains or stores. In the next sec-
tion we explain endogeneity in aggregate
market response models focusing on instru-
mental variables estimation techniques. We
finish by summarizing the implications of this
overview and offering an outlook on open re-
search problems.

1. Introduction

Variables of aggregate market response models are de-
fined as sums (e. g., of sales, of advertising budgets) or
averages (e. g., of prices) across persons or households
for a certain store, retail chain, region, etc. In this over-
view we consider as dependent variables sales or market
shares of brands in one product category. We do not deal
with models for sales at the category level or with mod-
els which include effects of marketing variables on other
categories. Moreover, we focus on static response and ig-
nore dynamic effects such as advertising goodwill. Inde-
pendent variables of market response models typically
consist of marketing variables for the brand whose sales
or market share constitute the dependent variable as well
as marketing variables for competing brands in the same
category. To these independent variables other market or
environmental variables may be added (Hruschka 1996;
Hanssens et al. 2001).

We focus on flexibility, latent heterogeneity and endoge-
neity in aggregate market response models as previous
reviews (e. g., Hanssens et al. 2001, Albers 2012) dealt
with these issues incompletely or even not at all. We also
think that consideration of these issues will gain in im-
portance in the near future. Estimation of aggregate re-
sponse models ignoring these issues could lead to biased
estimates of the effects of marketing variables. Obvious-
ly, biased estimates entail erroneous implications for
marketing decision making (e. g., the recommendation of
prices which are too high if price effects are underesti-
mated).

We start this review by discussing parametric aggregate
response models and their properties. In section 3 we
present the most frequently used flexible aggregate mar-
ket response models. These models specify a nonpara-
metric component by either a multilayer perceptron, a
spline regression, or a kernel regression. Section 4 deals
with continuous and finite mixture approaches by which
aggregate response models were extended to take latent
heterogeneity into account. In this regard we distinguish
heterogeneity within regions or stores on one hand, and
heterogeneity across retail chains or stores on the other
hand. In section 5 we explain endogeneity in aggregate
market response model. We focus on instrumental vari-
ables estimation techniques. We discuss instrumental
variables that have been used in aggregate response mod-
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Notes: j brand index, n observation index, jny  sales or market share, jnv  marketing variable, maxy  saturation level.

Tab. 1: Parametric aggregate response functions for one marketing variable

els as well as instrument-free approaches. In each section
we briefly present relevant studies and indicate both
methods applied and results obtained. In the final section
6 we summarize the implications of this review and offer
an outlook on open research problems or opportunities.

2. Parametric Market Response Models

In the following we discuss sensible characteristics of
aggregate market response functions and refer to several
appropriate parametric functions (Lilien at al. 1992;
Hruschka 1996; Hanssens et al. 2001). Tab. 1 contains
the mathematical form and shape of these functions.
Fig. 1 illustrates shapes which these functions can as-
sume.

Linear market response functions imply constant returns
to scale, i. e., sales increases or decreases are the same
for each additional input of a marketing variable, no mat-
ter how large or small the input already is. Linear func-
tions are appropriate if the observed value range of mar-
keting instruments is limited or interest is restricted to di-
rectional recommendations.

Nonlinear market response functions allow for varying
returns to scale. For instruments like advertising, shelf
space, sales effort, etc. concave functions are empirically
supported. In a concave function each additional input
leads to less additional sales. Semi-log, multiplicative,
ADBUDG, quadratic, and modified exponential func-
tions are able to generate a concave shape.

For appropriate parameter values the extended multipli-
cative function of Hruschka (1991b) can also lead to a
concave shape, but values and increases of the dependent
variable are lower at higher values of the marketing in-
strument compared to the basic multiplicative function.
In the extended function the exponent is not constant, but
a linear function of the log of the independent variable.
Albers (2012) demonstrates that this function reproduces
the concave shape of running means of sales with respect
to sales calls as independent variable (please see section
3 for more details).

As a rule more incremental sales result at higher price de-
creases. In other words, sales response with respect to
price has a convex shape which can be reproduced by mul-
tiplicative or exponential functions. The extended multi-
plicative function can also be used. In this case values of
the dependent variable are higher and their decreases low-
er at higher values of the marketing instrument (e. g.,
price) compared to the basic multiplicative function.

S-shaped functions are composed of two parts, i. e., a
convex followed by a concave part. At low values of a
marketing variable returns to scale increase, at high val-
ues returns to scale decrease. S-shaped aggregate func-
tions can be derived by theoretical arguments, but empir-
ical support is limited except for shelf space. Log-recip-
rocal, ADBUDG, and logistic functions can assume a S-
shape.

A lower threshold is at work, if marketing input below a
certain value has no effect on sales or market share.
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concave shape convex shape 

S-shape upper curve multiplicative,  

lower curve extended multiplicativeFig. 1 Shape of parametric
aggregate response functions

There is only limited empirical evidence of lower thresh-
olds for advertising. We have to remark that lower
thresholds are hard to distinguish from S-shaped func-
tions. At saturation (upper threshold) sales or market
share do not increase if the marketing input is greater
than a certain value. Saturation can be reproduced by
modified exponential, ADBUDG, and logistic functions.

Two marketing variables interact if the effect of one vari-
able depends on the value of the other variable. Techni-
cally speaking, second order derivatives of the response
function with respect to both variables are different from
zero. Of course, this property does not apply to linear
functions without interaction terms. Nonlinear functions
are more flexible in this regard, but may imply less obvi-
ous restrictions which are necessary to obtain economi-
cally plausible effects. In aggregate sales response func-
tions with two marketing variables price and advertising
only positive returns to scale are plausible for advertis-
ing. This requirement implies for a multiplicative sales
response model that second order derivatives of advertis-
ing and price must be positive (Hruschka 1991b). This
restriction can be eliminated by specifying the price co-
efficient as function of advertising. Such a specification
allows negative interactions between price and advertis-
ing, though returns to scale of advertising remain posi-
tive.

The parametric functions mentioned so far can also be
applied to investigate market shares as dependent vari-
ables. But market shares predicted on the basis of these
models might not lie between zero and one. In addition,
the sum of predicted market shares across all brands will
not equal one. Attraction models avoid these inconsisten-
cies by defining market share as ratio of a brand’s attrac-
tion in the numerator and the sum of the attractions of all
brands in the denominator (Cooper and Nakanishi 1988;

Carpenter et al. 1988). Attractions are computed as expo-
nential function of linear combinations of predictors.
One can distinguish two basic variant of attraction mod-
els. The multinomial (MNL) attraction model is based on
raw values of marketing variables. The multiplicative
competitive interactions (MCI) model considers logs of
marketing variables instead (Hanssens et al. 2001). This
can be seen by taking the log of the multiplicative term
vjn

β j which gives β j log(vjn). The MNL attraction model al-
lows decreasing returns to scale only if a brands market
share is greater than 50 %. This condition represents a
weakness of the MNL model, as it will be violated as a
rule if a market consists of more than two brands.

3. Flexible Functions

In the previous section we dealt with aggregate response
functions with a fixed parametric form. Hanssens et al.
(2001) began to consider flexible approaches in the sec-
ond edition of their book on aggregate market response
modeling. Shape restrictions imposed by fixed paramet-
ric functions could be responsible for results which seem
to indicate that aggregate response functions have no
lower threshold or are not S-shaped. Using more flexible
approaches allows greater opportunity to discover such
effects.

Exploratory univariate smoothing techniques like run-
ning means, running medians or running line (Fahrmeier
et al. 2007) may give first insights into the dependence of
sales or market share on varying values of a marketing
variable. A running mean equals the arithmetic mean of
sales (market share) for a symmetrically defined neigh-
borhood around any observed value of a predictor. High-
er neighborhood sizes lead to more smoothing. Albers
(2012) analyzes data from a pharmaceutical company by
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Tab. 2: Nonparametric component of semipara-
metric aggregate response models

running means with a neighborhood size of 250. The
running means obtained in this manner indicate a con-
cave relationship between sales and sales calls (both
measured as averages per physician) in 5,007 sales terri-
tories.

Fully fledged flexible market response functions are as a
rule semiparametric, i. e., they consist of a parametric
(e. g., with one coefficient for each metric predictor or
for dummy variables such as features, displays, seasons,
etc.) and a nonparametric component G(xn). Then sales
or market share can be written as:

yjn = β �xn + G(xn) (1)

xn denotes a vector of predictors (regressors) which as a
rule includes marketing variables of the same and of
competing brands.

The inclusion of a parametric component in (1) ensures
that the nonparametric component deals only with depar-
tures from the former. This specification usually leads to
a less complex nonparametric component and faster con-
vergence of estimates.

We find three types of nonparametric components in the
literature on aggregate market response models, multi-
layer perceptrons (MLP), spline regressions, and kernel
regressions (see Tab. 2). Both MLPs and spline regres-
sion specify the dependent variable as linear combination
of basis functions, but differ with respect to the type of
basis functions used. Basis functions of a MLP are S-
shaped with respect to different linear combinations of
predictors. In spline regression piecewise polynomials of
predictors, which are joined together to form a curve,
serve as basis functions.

Kernel regression is not based on a linear combination of
basis functions in contrast to the MLP and spline regres-
sion. Kernel regression estimates values of the dependent
variable as local weighted average of the dependent vari-
able across all observations. The weight of an observa-
tion is proportional to its similarity to the respective vec-
tor of predictors. Similarity is measured by a kernel func-
tion. We give more details on the MLP, spline regression
and kernel regression in the next three subsections.

Instead of MLPs, splines or kernels researchers might
consider to use a polynomial function of high order,

which according to the famous Stone-Weierstrass theo-
rem is capable to approximate any continuous function.
High order polynomials lead to excellent approximations
driving residuals to zero. On the other hand, high order
polynomials suffer from Runge’s phenomenon, i. e., they
produce interpolations which are erratic and far from the
true function. In addition, this problem becomes more
pronounced, the more observations are available (Hansen
2017). We emphasize that MLPs, spline regression and
kernel regression are not subject to Runge’s phenomenon.

Many marketing academics are hesitant to apply flexible
models as they see the dangers of overfitting and also of
economically implausible estimation results. Overfitting
problems arise if model complexity is not carefully se-
lected. Models which are too complex reproduce minor
variations in the data which could simply be due to noise.
Very wiggly curves or surfaces indicate overfitting. By
averaging over larger neighborhoods (depending on the
method applied by using less hidden units, less knots or a
larger smoothing window) model complexity is lowered.
Often information criteria or cross-validation serve to se-
lect model complexity as the papers discussed in the next
three subsections show.

Even after careful selection of model complexity flexible
techniques may provide economically implausible esti-
mation results (e. g., non-monotone price response
curves, convex or monotonically decreasing advertising
response curves). These problems can be avoided by re-
stricting the shape of function in an appropriate way, of-
ten related to first and second order derivatives.

3.1. Multilayer Perceptron

The MLP is the most popular type of artificial neural net
in many application fields. In aggregate response model-
ing the MLP with one layer of H hidden units each with a
S-shaped logistic activation function ƒ(ch

� xn) = 1/(1 +
exp(–ch

� xn)) dominates (see Hruschka 1991a for an intro-
duction to the use of artificial neural nets in marketing
research in general). In relevant studies MLPs have been
estimated by (stochastic) gradient descent, sometimes
combined with faster nonlinear optimization methods
like BFGS (Hruschka 2008).

Given a sufficient number of hidden units with S-shaped
activation functions a MLP approximates any continuous
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Publication Estimation Sample Holdout Sample 

     Sales as dependent variable 

Hruschka (1993) 15 % MSE  

Ainscough and Aronson (1999) 59 % MSE  

Pantelidaki and Bunn (2005)  lowest MAPE 

     Market share as dependent variable 

Van Wezel and Baets (1995) 46 % RMSE 79 % RMSE 

Wierenga and Kluytmans (1996)  68 % RMSE 

Natter and Hruschka (1997) small improvement of information criterion  

Gruca et al. (1998) better MAPE in one of two categories better MAPE in one of two categories 

Hruschka (2001) 72 % MSE   

Notes: MSE mean squared error, RMSE root mean squared error, MAPE mean absolute percentage error 

Reading help: 72 % MSE means that the MSE of the MLP amounts to 72 % of the parametric model 

Tab. 3: Performance of multilayer perceptrons relative to parametric models

multivariate function and its derivatives with desired ac-
curacy (Cybenko 1989; Hornik et al. 1989). The MLP is
capable to discover interactions, thresholds and concave
relationships of independent variables. The estimated
function becomes less smooth the more hidden units are
included.

In most studies which use MLPs to model aggregate
market response we find prices and advertising (mea-
sured by expenditures or features) as predictors. One
group of studies look at sales as dependent variables. As
a rule MLPs improve performance in the estimation sam-
ple and also attain better predictions in holdout samples
(see Tab. 3).

Most studies with market share as dependent variable
specify a separate MLP for each brand. Only Hruschka
(2001) estimates market shares of all brands of a product
category by one MLP with brand-specific hidden units.
Contrary to the conventional attraction model this model
reproduces threshold effects of prices, i. e., market share
changes are higher if prices are below or above a certain
level. For one brand the MLP shows a weaker price ef-
fect except at very low prices. For another brand the
MLP indicates higher effects at very high prices and low-
er effects over the remaining price range. Price response
curves are economically plausible and remain monotoni-
cally decreasing over the range of observed prices due to
a very low number of hidden units. The MLP in Hrusch-
ka (2001) implies higher optimal prices for two brands
compared to those based on a conventional attraction
model. These higher prices increase profits by more than
10 %.

3.2. Spline Regression

Splines are piecewise polynomials which are joined to-
gether to form a curve. Knots, i. e. values of a predictor,
define these pieces or intervals. Smoothness is controlled
either by the number of knots or by a smoothing parame-
ter. Decreasing the number of knots or increasing the
smoothing parameter makes the function smoother. Fahr-
meier et al. (2007) give an excellent detailed introduction

into spline regression and various estimation methods,
e. g., backfitting or Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
simulation.

Linear splines often lead to sharp kinks. Another disad-
vantage of linear splines is the fact that higher deriva-
tives are not defined. That is why shape restrictions,
which might be necessary to obtain economically plausi-
ble results, are not considered. The algorithm MARS
(multivariate adaptive regression-splines) starts from lin-
ear splines at each observed input value and their interac-
tions as basis functions which are backward- forward se-
lected (Friedman 1991).

In contrast to linear splines first and second derivatives
exist for cubic splines. Using the truncated power basis a
cubic spline with knots κ 1 ···,κ L can be written as linear
combination in the following way:

gp(xpn) = c1xpn
2 + c2xpn

3 +
l=1

L

Σ cl+2 (xpn – κ l)+
3 (2)

The truncated cubic power function is defined as:

(xpm – κ l)+
3 = 





(xpn – κ l )3 if xpn – κ l > 0

0 else
(3)

B-splines which provide exactly the same fit are numeri-
cally more stable than splines using the truncated power
basis (de Boor 2001). Penalized or P-splines are B-
splines at equally spaced knots with a roughness penalty.
In Bayesian estimation approaches this penalty can be
considered by means of first-order or second-order ran-
dom walks of regression coefficients of adjacent splines.
In Bayesian approaches the smoothness parameter can be
estimated and is no longer required to be set in advance.
It also possible to impose monotonic restrictions on ef-
fects (e. g., to prevent that sales of a brand increase at
higher own prices or lower competitive prices if other ef-
fects are held constant).

Cubic smoothing splines place knots at all observations
and shrink coefficients of the estimated function by regu-
larization. Knot selection is replaced by setting a smooth-
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Fig. 2: Observed and estimated market shares
of two brands

ing parameter or degrees of freedom. In addition cubic
smoothing splines prohibit erratic behavior by forcing
splines to be linear outside the boundaries enclosed by
the smallest and highest knot (Fahrmeier et al. 2007).

Most aggregate response models with higher order
splines follow the general additive modeling (GAM)
framework which defines the nonparametric component
as sum of flexible univariate functions Σpgp(xpn) (see
Tab. 2) and usually ignore interactions (Hastie and Tibs-
hirani 1986; 1990).

In Albers (2012) MARS indicates increasing returns to
scale for higher values of sales calls values above a
threshold which is not in agreement with theoretical and
empirical knowledge. Kolsarici and Vakratsas (2011) an-
alyze data for leading brands of, e. g., two motor vehicle
categories. They apply MARS to determine sales re-
sponse functions with advertising expenditures in differ-
ent media as predictors. Main effects of advertising ex-
penditures show sharp kinks. Several main effects even
suggest that sales decrease at all values of advertising ex-
penditures which is implausible as it implies that adver-
tising should be avoided completely.

Kalyanam and Shively (1998) analyze sales and price
data acquired in one store for five and four brands in two
product categories. These authors estimate response
models with cubic stochastic splines for own and com-
petitive prices. Stochastic splines are characterized by

slopes which follow a Wiener process. Based on results
for one disaggregate price response experiment Kalya-
nam and Shively (1998) argue for irregular price effects.
Even if one admits that such irregularities might occur,
one may doubt that they remain at the aggregate level.
The model with cubic stochastic splines leads to better
adjusted R2 values than a parametric exponential price
response function. To our opinion a comparison to a reg-
ularized flexible model (e. g., with cubic smoothing
splines) would be more convincing. For one brand sales
even increase if its prices are higher than a certain
threshold value. This result clearly contradicts economic
theory.

Hruschka (2002) analyzes market shares of four brands.
He adds cubic smoothing splines of own and competitive
prices to the logarithmic attraction values of each brand
for both a MCI and a MNL attraction model. To avoid
overfitting problems, Hruschka (2002) evaluates models
based on MSE averaged across 200 bootstrapped sam-
ples. Fig. 2 shows observed market shares and their esti-
mates obtained by parametric and semiparametric attrac-
tions models with splines. The overall best model is the
semiparametric MNL attraction model with three de-
grees of freedom for each spline. It performs better than
the two parametric models and also beats the semipara-
metric MCI model. In the semiparametric MNL attrac-
tion model all price effects are monotone. Marginal ef-
fects and elasticities differ from those implied by the two
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parametric attraction models. Marginal price effects on
market share are much smaller at higher prices. Based on
the semiparametric MNL model one obtains lower opti-
mal prices for three brands due to higher elasticities in
the relevant range. For two brands these lower prices
lead to profit increases of about 10 %.

Steiner et al. (2007) investigate sales of eight orange
juice brands in 81 stores. Cubic P-splines serve to mea-
sure own and cross price effects for these brands. Steiner
et al. compare to several parametric forms (e. g., expo-
nential and multiplicative). They evaluate models by
their predictive validity which is measured by nine-fold
cross validated squared prediction errors. Among para-
metric models the multiplicative model has the highest
predictive validity, but except for one brand it is outper-
formed by the semiparametric model. In contrast to the
multiplicative model sales are more affected by price in-
creases in the low price range according to the semipara-
metric model. Sales decreases due to higher prices be-
come very small after an upper threshold value is ex-
ceeded.

Brezger and Steiner (2008) analyze the same data as
Steiner et al. (2007). The models in this paper include
three different cross price effects (with respect to all
premium brands, all national brands and one store
brand, respectively). The authors focus on comparing
semiparametric models with and without monotonic re-
strictions. Models with monotonic restrictions attain a
higher predictive validity. For one of the brands own
and cross price effects turn out as follows. Own price
effects show a reverse S-shape with higher marginal ef-
fects at medium prices. For very low prices an addition-
al sales increase occurs. Cross price effects triggered by
premium brands occur only if one of the premium
brands is priced lower than a threshold. The cross price
effect of national brands is S-shaped, but much smaller
than the corresponding effect of premium brands. The
store brand’s cross price effect on the other hand is very
small.

3.3. Kernel Regression

Kernel regression determines the estimated value of the
dependent variable for each observed vector xn of inde-
pendent variables (e. g., of prices and advertising expen-
ditures) as local weighted average of the dependent vari-
able. The weight of any observation xm is proportional to
its similarity to the vector xn. This similarity is measured
by a kernel function K(xm – xn)/w. Higher values of win-
dow parameter w produce smoother functions. Kernel
functions are probability density functions which are
bounded and symmetric about zero (Härdle 1990).

Both studies dealing with aggregate response modeling
which we discuss in the following use the Nadaraya-
Watson estimator shown in Tab. 2 with a Gaussian prod-
uct kernel. The Gaussian product kernel corresponds to a
multivariate standard normal distribution with indepen-
dent components (Härdle 1990) and can be written as:

K(xm–xn

w
) = (2π )0.5p

p=1

P

Πexp(–0.5(xmp–xnp

w
)2) (4)

Van Heerde et al. (2001) analyze sales of the main brands
in each of three different product categories (tuna, bever-
ages, food). The nonparametric component is related to
logs of price indices for each brand. A price index is de-
fined as actual price divided by regular price. A price in-
dex less than one therefore indicates a temporary price
discount. The semiparametric model with kernels re-
duces mean squared errors in a split-half validation sam-
ple by 46.7 %, 8.9 % and 12.2 % over a parametric mul-
tiplicative model in the three product categories.

Van Heerde et al. (2001) also estimate a GAM which in
contrast to the semiparametric model with kernels does
not consider interactions of price indices. The paper is
very parsimonious in providing information, e. g., it does
not mention which type of univariate smoother is used
for the univariate nonlinear functions. In the tuna catego-
ry the GAM fits worse than the parametric multiplicative
model for the estimation data. Presumably, the GAM
does not include a parametric component identical to the
multiplicative model, although this would be feasible.
Otherwise the fit of the GAM should be at least as good
as the fit of the multiplicative model.

Own price index effects of the semiparametric model
with kernels estimated by van Heerde et al. (2001) have
an (incomplete) S-shape for most brands. But several im-
plausible non-monotonic sections occur in which sales
increase at lower discounts, i. e., at higher prices. For one
brand even an inverse u-shape is shown, i. e., medium
price discounts are associated with higher sales than
smaller or bigger price discounts. Cross price index ef-
fects are as a rule S-shaped.

In the paper already mentioned in section 2.2 Kolsarici
and Vakratsas (2011) compare MARS to a completely
nonparametric model with Gaussian kernels. The fact
that the latter has no parametric component could explain
why it is outperformed by MARS which attains lower
mean squared errors for a split-half validation sample.

4. Latent Heterogeneity

We focus on latent or unobserved heterogeneity and ignore
observed heterogeneity because effects of socio-economic
variables aggregated for regions, catchment areas of stores
etc. are usually low (Montgomery 1997; Lang et al. 2015).
As a rule latent heterogeneity is taken into account by ei-
ther finite mixtures (FM) or continuous mixtures (CM) of
coefficients. The most popular continuous mixture is based
on a multivariate normal prior distribution.

In aggregate response modeling researchers have consid-
ered two types of latent heterogeneity:

1. heterogeneity within regions or within stores across
consumers

2. heterogeneity across retail chains or stores
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4.1. Heterogeneity within Regions or Stores

It may surprise some readers that latent heterogeneity
within regions or stores can be taken into account in re-
sponse models whose variables are aggregated across
consumers or households. These aggregate response
models start from a choice model at the individual level.
Aggregation is obtained by assuming that individual-lev-
el coefficients follow a continuous or, less frequently, a
finite distribution. From now on we call these models
heterogeneous choice models without reiterating that
they are based on aggregate data.

Choice models, e. g., the multinomial logit model or the
multinomial probit model, are nonlinear with respect to
parameters. Explicit aggregation avoids the bias caused
by the well-known fact that the average of a nonlinear
function differs from the value of a nonlinear function at
average values. The goal of parameter estimation in het-
erogeneous choice models consists in reproducing ob-
served aggregate brand shares as good as possible. The
typical approach for heterogeneous choice models starts
by specifying mean utility across consumers as linear
function. A generalized methods of moments (GMM) es-
timator can be used which as a rule includes simulation
to compute market shares which are inverted by contrac-
tion mapping (for an excellent introduction to heteroge-
neous choice models and their estimation see Nevo
2000).

Just like their individual level relatives heterogeneous
choice models are based on the assumption that consu-
mers make at most one purchase at a store visit. The
choice set usually consists of several purchase alterna-
tives (brands) and one no-purchase option. In addition to
observed characteristics (e. g., price, advertising, product
attributes, brand constants) one unobserved characteris-
tic which varies across brands and periods is considered
as well. Such an unobserved characteristic may be due to
missing variables or demand shocks.

Heterogeneous choice models need less parameters than
many traditional sales response models as the latter often
include cross effects for each pair of brands. Heteroge-
neous choice models are similar to attraction models of
the MNL type without cross effects. But heterogeneous
choice models differ from attraction models in several
aspects, namely explicit aggregation, latent heterogene-
ity and unobserved characteristics. Except for brand con-
stants coefficients of heterogeneous choice model are not
brand-specific.

Heterogeneous choice models usually specify the indi-
rect utility of a consumer i for a brand j at purchase occa-
sion t as follows:

uijt = –α ipjt + β i
�xjt + ξ jt + ε ijt (5)

pjt is the observed price. xjt denotes a vector of observed
product characteristics which may include non-price
marketing variables. ξ jt symbolizes an unobserved char-
acteristic which can be computed as residual of a regres-

sion of the part of the indirect utility which is constant
across consumers on brand constants and other predic-
tors. ε ijt is an error term with zero expectation. For Gum-
bel distributed (multivariate normal distributed) error
terms one obtains the heterogeneous logit (probit) mod-
el.

Most relevant studies apply the heterogeneous logit mod-
el which in contrast to the homogeneous logit model al-
lows that cross-elasticities reflect different similarities of
brand pairs. Of course, the heterogeneous probit model is
capable to reproduce different similarities in a more di-
rect manner. But for researchers who want to investigate
at least a moderately high number of brands the hetero-
geneous logit model seems to be more viable due to its
closed form expression for choice probabilities (e. g.,
Chintagunta 2001 estimates a heterogeneous probit mod-
el using aggregate data for three brands only).

Nevo (2001) analyzes data of 25 brands of one category
in 65 cities by a CM logit model. He includes product
characteristics, price, advertising expenditure, and brand
constants as predictors. Nevo compares to a homoge-
neous logit model which corresponds to an attraction
model without brand-specific coefficients except for
brand constants. The CM logit model attains a better fit.
Whereas its average price coefficients are similar to
those of the homogeneous logit model, own price elastic-
ities and especially cross elasticities are very different.

Besanko et al. (2003) investigate data of four brands ac-
quired in nine stores of one retail chain. They consider
price, feature, display, brand constants, and store con-
stants as predictors. Besanko et al. (2003) follow a FM
approach which suggests three segments. In agreement
with expectations on the consequences of ignoring latent
heterogeneity, they obtain lower price response parame-
ters for the homogeneous logit model. To demonstrate a
managerial implication Besanko et al. (2003) compare
uniform pricing to prices differentiating between seg-
ments. Although consumers can only be imperfectly as-
signed to segments as only data of the current purchase
are available, these authors show that price differentia-
tion increases the retailer’s profit by 11 %.

Chintagunta et al. (2003) estimate a CM logit model for
nine and seven brands in the liquid detergents and refrig-
erated orange juice categories, respectively, using data
from 83 stores. To save parameters these authors reduce
the covariance matrix of brand constants to a two factor
solution. Independent variables also include promotion
incidence and package size. Chintagunta et al. (2003) al-
so determine how much profits increase over uniform
pricing at the chain level by alternative pricing policies.
Store level pricing leads to profit increases of 9.6 % and
16.3 % for the two categories. Constrained store level
pricing which prevents a reduction of customers’ welfare
leads to increases of 5.6 % and 7.4 %. Finally, pricing at
the level of store clusters which are determined by a clus-
ter analysis of store level prices increases profits by
3.8 % and 8.6 %.
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In a simulation study Andrews et al. (2011) compare a
homogeneous nested logit model to several related mod-
els which take latent heterogeneity into account by finite
as well as continuous mixtures. These nested logit mod-
els have two branches, one for non-purchases and the
other one for brand purchases. The homogeneous nested
logit performs rather well with respect to fit and predic-
tion. Only a nested logit model with continuous within-
store heterogeneity based on store level data turns out to
be better.

4.2. Heterogeneity across Retail Chains or Stores

We now deal with heterogeneity across retail chains,
stores, or both. We can distinguish two extreme specifi-
cations to analyze such data. One extreme specifies one
model for each retail chain or store. The other extreme
consists of one homogeneous (pooled) model completely
ignoring that responses might differ between chains,
stores etc. The first alternative often provides implausi-
ble estimates (e. g., positive own or negative cross price
effects). The second alternative leads to biased estimates.
From a managerial point of view micro-marketing poli-
cies, e. g., setting prices which vary between stores, re-
quire heterogeneous estimates and cannot be derived
from a homogeneous model. A compromise between the
two extremes which produces estimates which are both
plausible and less biased can be achieved by introducing
mixture distributions on the coefficients.

CM approaches for aggregate response models which
deal with heterogeneity across chains or stores are usual-
ly based on a multivariate normal prior which asserts that
coefficients across stores are probably similar (Lancaster
2004). Placing this restriction on coefficients results in
soft cross-dependencies across stores (chains). Coeffi-
cients differ from those obtained by separate regression
models. They are closer to estimates of a homogeneous
model (Lindley and Smith 1972) and less noisy com-
pared to the estimates obtained by separate store- specif-
ic regression models (Hanssens et al. 2001). In addition
(soft) sign restrictions may be set which guarantee plau-
sible estimates with certainty (with high probability).
Usually these models are estimated by MCMC simula-
tion (for more details see, e. g., Greene 2003 or Lancas-
ter 2004).

We start to overview studies which take latent heteroge-
neity into account and use parametric response functions.
Blattberg and George (1991) specify an exponential sales
response function. They consider price index (regular
price divided by average regular competitive price) and
deal discount as predictors amongst others. Estimating
one individual sales response function for each of twelve
chain-brand combinations by OLS provides implausible
positive, but also extremely large (in absolute terms)
negative coefficients for the price index. Moreover, coef-
ficients for deal discounts vary strongly across combina-
tions. CM models lead to more reasonable estimates and
improve predictive performance (MSE in a holdout sam-

ple) compared to OLS models. In stark contrast pooled
models suffer from high MSE values.

Montgomery (1997) estimates CM models with expo-
nential sales response functions of eleven competing
brands in one category from 83 stores of one retail chain.
Each brand-specific sales response function includes the
own price and prices of all competing brands as predic-
tors. The CM models reduce MSE in the estimation sam-
ple by 45 % compared to the homogeneous models. In
the validation sample MSE for the CM models is lower
by 20 % and 30 % over store-specific models and the ho-
mogeneous models, respectively. Compared to uniform
pricing profits increase by about 10 % by restricted store
level pricing which allows only moderate increases of
prices and revenues over current values.

Montgomery and Rossi (1999) investigate sales using the
same data set as Montgomery (1997). They specify a de-
mand system which also includes total sales summed
over 28 categories as predictor. This demand system re-
quires only 12=11+1 coefficients for one marketing in-
strument. A conventional sales response model on the
other hand would need 121=11×11 coefficients. The au-
thors also add soft sign restrictions and allow for residual
correlations between brands. The developed CM ap-
proach dominates several alternatives (e. g., a homoge-
neous model and store-specific models) in a split-half
validation sample. The CM model reduces MSE in the
validation sample by 17 % compared to the homoge-
neous model.

Boatwright et al. (1999) specify a multiplicative sales re-
sponse model for one brand. They include as predictors
feature and display of the respective brand. They also
consider shelf prices and regular prices of the respective
as well as of two competitive brands. OLS estimation of
individual multiplicative models for each of 77 retail
chains leads to incorrectly signed coefficients, for exam-
ple negative coefficients for display. To eliminate this
problem Boatwright et al. estimate a CM model with
sign restrictions. They demonstrate profit increases
which can be achieved by allocating a total promotion
budget to retailers based on response coefficients of the
CM model over a conventional volume-based approach.

Hruschka (2006b) investigates sales of nine brands in
one category from 81 stores. He estimates CM versions
of several parametric sales response models (e. g., linear,
multiplicative, exponential, logistic) with price of the re-
spective brand and average price across competitors as
predictors. Marginal model densities, i. e., likelihoods
averaged over parameters with respect to the prior densi-
ty, show that multiplicative models are vastly superior.
The CM multiplicative models reduce MSE in the esti-
mation sample by 39 % over the related homogeneous
model. From a managerial perspective the pooled model
is sufficient, if the retail chain sets prices which are uni-
form for all its stores. Optimal uniform prices based on
the heterogeneous model do not achieve higher expected
profits at a probability level of 95 %.
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Andrews et al. (2008) analyze data of five brands in one
category from 28 stores. These authors estimate brand-
specific SCAN*PRO models which have a parametric
multiplicative form and price indices (actual price divid-
ed by regular price) as predictors. Andrews et al. (2008)
also investigate CM and FM extensions of this model.
The maximum improvement of R2 by a CM model in the
estimation sample amounts to 7 %, whereas the FM ex-
tension does not lead to improvements. In a validation
sample FM and CM perform better than homogeneous
model for four brands, but differences are small.

Weber und Steiner (2012) estimate a CM multiplicative
model for the same data as Steiner et al. (2007). This
model includes cross effects of three price tiers (all pre-
mium brands, all national brands and one store brand).
Nine-fold cross validation shows that the CM parametric
model outperforms the homogeneous model in terms of
MSE for two of eight brands only. The models in Weber
et al. (2017) also allow for residual correlation between
brands. The CM model has a higher log marginal model
density, but the difference to the homogeneous model is
small. In the validation sample the homogeneous model
turns out to be the best parametric model.

We continue with semiparametric models which also
take heterogeneity into account. Hruschka (2006a) esti-
mates sales response models for nine brands in a CM
framework using data from 81 stores. To achieve flexi-
bility he adds a MLP component to the multiplicative
model. Sign restrictions on coefficients guarantee mono-
tone decreasing own price effects as well as monotone
increasing cross price effects. For each brand the number
of hidden units for each brand which maximizes the log
marginal density is chosen. No sales response model has
more than three hidden units. The heterogeneous flexible
model vastly outperforms the heterogeneous multiplica-
tive model in terms of log marginal densities for each
brand. Moreover, price effects implied by the flexible
model differ for eight brands, especially at high prices of
competitive brands. As a rule, the heterogeneous flexible
model expects higher sales at medium prices of competi-
tors if the own price is not too high. At low prices of
competitive brands the heterogeneous flexible model im-
plies lower sales for four of the nine brands.

Hruschka (2007) investigates cluster level pricing based
on the semiparametric models estimated in Hruschka
(2006a). Store clusters and cluster level prices are simul-
taneously determined by a stochastic optimization algo-
rithm. Between three and 83 clusters are investigated
with the 83 cluster solution being equivalent to store lev-
el pricing. By forming eight clusters 90 % of the profits
of store level pricing can be achieved.

In their paper already mentioned above Weber et al.
(2017) also estimate several flexible model types with
Bayesian P-splines for own and cross price effects which
are subject to monotonicity restrictions. These authors
take latent heterogeneity into account by either a FM or a
CM approach. The flexible CM model performs best,

followed by the homogeneous flexible model. These two
models improve RMSE in the validation sample relative
to the homogeneous multiplicative model by 10.48 and
5.73 %, respectively. In contrast, all the investigated het-
erogeneous multiplicative models lead to worse RMSE
values. Weber et al. (2017) therefore conclude that func-
tional flexibility is more important for predictive perfor-
mance than latent heterogeneity (across stores). Their re-
sults also demonstrate that latent heterogeneity pays off
only if functional flexibility is considered as well. Own
and cross price response curves show that nonlinearities
are not reproduced sufficiently by parametric models.

By means of an evolutionary algorithm Weber et al.
(2017) determine optimal prices which are uniform for
homogeneous models, cluster-specific for FM models
and store-specific for CM models. Pricing based on para-
metric models leads to a lower expected category profit
both for their homogeneous and heterogeneous variants.
Profit is highest if pricing is based on the CM flexible
models, but it is only about 0.6 % lower for the homoge-
neous flexible models. That is why Weber et al. (2017)
conclude that uniform pricing is sufficient for the data
analyzed.

5. Endogeneity

A marketing variable is endogenous if it is related to an
unobserved factor which also determines the sales or
market share. Depending on the situation variables like
shelf space, preference changes, product characteristics,
word-of-mouth might be unobservable. A marketing var-
iable becomes endogenous if it is set by managers in ac-
cordance with an unobserved factor (e. g., if managers
increase prices or advertising budgets to take advantage
of a favorable preference change).

Models which do not take endogeneity into account pro-
vide biased estimates of the effects of marketing vari-
ables. The direction of bias depends on the correlation of
the observed variable with the unobserved factor. We il-
lustrate such biases by two examples. If management in-
creases prices under a favorable preference change, one
obtains a positive correlation between prices and this un-
observed factor. This positive correlation entails underes-
timation of (absolute) price effects. Estimated absolute
price effects are too low because the positive effects of the
preference change are ignored. If management sets higher
advertising budgets given favorable word-of-mouth, ad-
vertising and this unobservable factor are positively cor-
related. Here the positive correlation causes overestima-
tion of advertising effects. In other words, word-of-mouth
effects are erroneously ascribed to advertising.

Whereas Rossi (2014) admits that endogeneity may play
a role for cross sectional data, he thinks that endogeneity
becomes less important if panel or time-series are avail-
able. The latter expectation is based on the assumption
that unobserved variables which influence sales change
less frequently (e. g., not every week). This assumption,
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of course, may not always be valid as several studies
show (Besanko 2001; Chintagunta 2001; Chintagunta et
al. 2003; Park and Gupta 2012; Andrews and Ebbes
2014). These studies provide evidence for endogeneity
biases, though they analyze weekly data.

Endogeneity can be tackled by equilibrium models
which are based on the assumption that firms follow a
certain mechanism to set marketing variables. These
models typically encompass both demand and cost func-
tions (see Chintagunta et al. 2006b for an overview). In-
strumental variables represent an alternative approach to
take endogeneity into account. We focus on instrumental
variable techniques as contrary to equilibrium models
they need less data and do not depend on the correct
specification of firms’ decision making behavior.

The best known instrumental variable technique is two
step estimation, but is restricted to linear models. Gener-
alized Methods of Moments (GMM) estimation can be
extended to nonlinear models to which the models with
flexible functions discussed in section 2 belong (see,
e. g., Cameron and Trivedi 2005). Related Bayesian esti-
mation methods are increasingly used, especially if het-
erogeneity is considered as well (e. g., in Hruschka and
Gerhardt 2012).

Several studies compare two variants of homogeneous
logit models, one variant which ignores endogeneity, and
another which takes it into account by an instrumental
variable approach. The majority of these studies con-
cludes that ignoring endogeneity leads to underestima-
tion of price effects (Nevo 2001; Besanko 2003; Chinta-
gunta et al. 2003, 2006a), but Andrews and Ebbes (2014)
infer overestimation.

Only few studies look at the possible endogeneity of
non-price variables in aggregate response models. Chin-
tagunta et al. (2006a) demonstrate overestimation of the
effect of non-price promotion. In Hruschka and Gerhardt
(2012) the effects of two store attributes (e. g., store size)
are overestimated if endogeneity is not taken into ac-
count. Managers who base their decision on this biased
model set store size too high. Optimizing profits and as-
suming a quadratic cost function Hruschka and Gerhardt
(2012) show that store size determined for the biased
model exceeds the value inferred for the unbiased model
by more than 64 %.

Instrumental variables partition the variation of endoge-
nous predictors into two parts, one that is uncorrelated
and another which may be correlated with the error term.
Instrumental variables should fulfill two requirements.
Firstly, they should be exogenous, in other words be un-
related to the error term. Secondly, instrumental vari-
ables should be related to the endogenous variable. If in-
strumental variables fail to fulfill only one of these two
requirements, unreliable coefficient estimates with high
standard errors result.

For linear models exogeneity equals zero correlation of
instrumental variables with the error term. For nonlinear

models (e. g., aggregate choice models) exogeneity cor-
responds to conditional independence, i. e., an instru-
mental variable should affect the dependent variable only
indirectly via movement of the endogenous predictor.
For nonlinear models any function of an exogenous in-
strument may also serve as instrument. We emphasize
that exogeneity cannot be tested empirically. One has to
resort to theoretical arguments which support the kind of
indirect effect just explained.

In the literature on aggregate market response modeling
one finds several types of instrumental variables, namely
lagged prices, costs, wholesale price, prices of other mar-
kets (e. g., other regions, other stores). We emphasize
that lagged prices are not exogenous if customers’ inven-
tories or reference prices affect sales or market share. We
note that lagged prices are used as instrumental variables
in Chintagunta (2001).

Studies which select costs as instrumental variables typi-
cally consider material and labour costs (e. g., Chinta-
gunta 2001; Besanko et al. 2003). Frequently costs are
not available and have to be replaced by proxy variables.
E. g., Nevo (2001) introduces brand and regional dum-
mies to this end. According to Rossi (2014) net whole-
sale prices are almost certainly not exogenous to demand
shocks. In contrast to this opinion Chintagunta et al.
(2003) argue that in their study wholesale prices are not
related to sales because the retail firm has a market share
of only about 25 % in the region.

Price data from other regions are exogenous if demand
shocks or marketing policies are not common across re-
gions (Nevo 2001). Consequently, prices from other re-
gions should not be chosen as instrumental variables, if
they are set by the same firm who sets prices in the re-
gions to be investigated.

Rossi (2014) thinks that only costs of non-price variables
such as advertising, promotion, detailing in the pharma-
ceutical industry are exogenous. Chintagunta et al.
(2006a) use advertising levels from other regions and
lagged promotions as instruments. Advertising levels of
other regions are problematic if chosen by the same firm.
Lagged promotions are not appropriate instrumental var-
iables if they exert a direct effect on actual demand.

To the opinion of Rossi (2014) non-price variables are
often set based on (partial) knowledge of the response.
Therefore he recommends a different econometric ap-
proach, which links marketing variables to parameters of
the response function, which so far has been mainly used
in disaggregate response modeling (Manchanda et al.
2004; Hruschka 2010).

According to the second requirement mentioned above
instrumental variables should be related to the endoge-
nous variable. In linear models this requirement can be
measured by the increase of R2 obtained by adding in-
strumental variables to exogenous variables in the so-
called first stage regression with the endogenous variable
as regressand. In nonlinear models one has to determine
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the conditional mean function of an endogenous regres-
sor with instruments as inputs. This conditional mean
function is basically unspecified, but can be approximat-
ed by a high order polynomial of the instruments. The re-
siduals of the conditional mean function represent the
portion of an endogenous regressor which is independent
of the instruments (Rossi 2014).

Many suggested instrumental variables frequently fail to
fulfill this second requirement. For example, costs as
well their proxies often do not vary sufficiently (Nevo
2001). Similarly, wholesale list prices are often smoother
than retail prices (Rossi 2014).

Andrews and Ebbes (2014) develop a procedure to deal
with possible endogeneity in aggregate logit models. A
common demand shock is inferred if the respective logit
model is favored by a likelihood ratio test. At this step
two forms of common demand shocks can be investigat-
ed, which are either constant across stores or constant
across weeks. For the first case Andrews and Ebbes
(2014) recommend store-centered, for the second case
week-centered instrumental variables. Subsequently An-
drews and Ebbes (2014) follow a control function ap-
proach (Petrin and Train 2010) by adding residuals
which are determined by a first stage regression of prices
on instruments and demand shocks as predictors to the
logit model. This extended logit model is selected if pre-
ferred by a likelihood ratio test.

In view of the difficulties to find appropriate instruments
researchers may turn to instrument-free alternatives (Eb-
bes et al. 2009), i. e., the Higher Moments (HM) ap-
proach (Erickson and Whited 2002; Lewbel 1997), the
Identification through Heteroscedasticity (IH) estimator
(Rigobon 2003), the Latent Instrumental Variables (LIV)
method (Ebbes et al. 2005) and the copula-based method
(Park and Gupta 2012). We emphasize that only the cop-
ula-based method can be extended to nonlinear models
(Ebbes et al. 2005; Lewbel 1997).

In the HM approach instruments are based on higher or-
der moments of observed variables. Errors of the first
stage regression and the aggregate response model must
be independent and have moments of every order, but are
not restricted with respect to distribution. Hruschka and
Gerhardt (2012) apply the HM approach to investigate
sales of a cross section of gas stations by a finite mixture
regression model. Store attributes as well as socio-eco-
nomic and competitive regional profiles constitute the
predictors. Constructed instrumental variables consist of
products of mean centered sales and each mean centered
endogenous variables on one hand, products of each
mean centered endogenous variables and each mean cen-
tered exogenous variable on the other hand.

The IH estimator is also based on higher order moments.
It needs an observable grouping variable which describes
the heteroskedastic structure of the errors. The LIV ap-
proach approximates an unobserved instrument by a la-
tent discrete variable. The model is not identified if the

endogenous regressor is normally distributed. In an em-
pirical application presented by Ebbes et al. (2005) the
increase of R2 in the first stage regression is much higher
for the LIV approach compared to observed instruments
which were derived from theoretical arguments.

The approach of Park and Gupta (2012) provides consis-
tent parameter estimates by means of a Gaussian copula
model which reproduces the correlation between endoge-
nous regressors and the error term. Additive error terms
are assumed to be normally distributed. Endogenous re-
gressors are required to be non-normal just as in the LIV
approach. Discrete regressors are allowed, if they are not
binary. The essential characteristic of this approach con-
sists in adding one artificial regressor to the model for
each endogenous regressor. Such an artificial regressor
vjn

* equals the output of the inverse standard normal dis-
tribution function Φ–1 with the value of the empirical dis-
tribution function F for a given value vjn of the respective
regressor as argument:

vjn
* = Φ–1 (F(vjn)) (6)

Park and Gupta demonstrate how this approach can be
applied to linear regression models and to the heteroge-
neous logit models based on aggregate data which we
discussed in section 4.1. The fact that the copula-based
approach is appropriate for nonlinear models constitutes
an important advantage compared to the other instru-
ment-free methods.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

Let us summarize the main implications of this overview
and also offer an outlook on open questions which on the
other hand constitute opportunities for future research.
Biased estimates of the effects of marketing variables
can be avoided by functional flexibility, latent heteroge-
neity and by taking endogeneity into account. Avoiding
biases is important if researchers want to derive implica-
tions for marketing decision making. If researchers are
not interested in measuring the effects of marketing vari-
ables, but instead look only on overall predictive perfor-
mance, they can safely ignore the endogeneity problem
(Rossi 2014). On the other hand, many studies demon-
strate that allowing for functional flexibility and to some
degree for latent heterogeneity often lead to better pre-
dictions.

As semiparametric models attain usually (much) better
performances even in validation samples than better
known parametric alternatives, researchers should switch
to these more flexible methods. Such a change seems to
be quite feasible as the often heavy data limitations of
previous decades have been overcome, at least in con-
sumer goods marketing. Another motivation is offered
by the fact that in many studies functional flexibility
turns out to be more important than latent heterogeneity
across stores.
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In the following we present a summarizing juxtaposition
of the three flexible approaches, MLP, splines regression
and kernel regression. As we have found no empirical
comparisons between these three methods for aggregate
market response modeling, we rely on studies with relat-
ed applications. Ahmed et al. (2010) evaluate the fore-
casting performance of several flexible methods for
about one thousand business time series. In their study
the MLP as a rule performs best and clearly beats kernel
regression. For disaggregate brand choice data Hruschka
et al. (2004) extend a conventional parametric model by
either a GAM with cubic smoothing splines or a MLP.
Ten-fold cross validated log likelihood values show that
the MLP extension performs better for brand choice data
in two different product categories.

Both kernel regression and MLP are easy to implement
even for larger number of predictors. On the other hand,
spline regression becomes cumbersome if it includes in-
teraction terms. Spline regression and GAM models have
the advantage over kernel regression that implementation
of shape restrictions is less complex (Hansen 2017).

The MLP does relatively well with respect to computa-
tion time. Barron (1993) proves that for the MLP the rate
of convergence does not decrease if the number of pre-
dictors increases. This property is in contrast to flexible
models based on (truncated) polynomials which need
more iterations the more predictors are considered. Ker-
nel regression shares the same disadvantage with respect
to the rate of convergence (Cameron and Trivedi 2005).

The MLP with logistic or other sigmoid activation func-
tions for hidden units produces smooth curves, which as-
ymptote rapidly to zero or one outside the data range and
are well behaved if data are extrapolated (Denison et al.
2002). Based on the literature discussed in section 3 we
recommend to use the MLP carefully selecting the num-
ber of hidden units to prevent overfitting. We also sug-
gest to add monotone and other appropriate shape restric-
tions to guarantee that estimation results conform to eco-
nomic theory which so far has been done in few studies
applying flexible methods (Hruschka 2006a; Brezger and
Steiner 2008; Weber et al. 2017).

We note that CM have been applied more frequently than
FM approaches to deal with latent heterogeneity in ag-
gregate response models. Moreover, studies which com-
pare CM and FM as a rule indicate a better statistical per-
formance of the former approach.

Most studies with parametric response functions which
also allow for latent heterogeneity obtain a better statisti-
cal performance than related homogeneous models.
Many of these studies also show that heterogeneous
models lead to different implications for optimal pricing.
This way these studies provide evidence that estimates of
homogeneous parametric models are often biased.
Therefore latent heterogeneity should be regularly inves-
tigated in parametric aggregate market response model-
ing.

There is a lack of studies which compare homogeneous
and heterogeneous versions of semiparametric models.
To our knowledge only Weber et al. (2017) investigate
this question. In their study the CM version of a flexible
model attains better statistical performance, but leads to
only very small improvements for optimal pricing. This
result seems to indicate that heterogeneity is less impor-
tant than functional flexibility, but we have to emphasize
that it has been obtained in one study only.

Latent heterogeneity within stores has been considered
for the logit model (less frequently for the probit model)
starting from a linear indirect utility specification. More
flexible specifications have so far not been investigated.
In this regard future research could start a from a homo-
geneous flexible choice model (which can be found in
e. g., Briesch et al. 2002; Abe et al. 2004; Hruschka et al.
2004) and add heterogeneity of parameters in a manner
similar to what has been done to arrive at the heteroge-
neous logit model. Of course, estimation of heteroge-
neous logit models with flexible indirect utility function
will be more involved.

Extant studies consider either latent heterogeneity within
stores or latent heterogeneity across stores. Combining
these two types of latent heterogeneity in one model pre-
sents an obvious extension.

Tackling endogeneity by instrumental variable methods
often leads to problems to find appropriate instrumental
variables. The latter should be related to the endogenous
variable, but also be unrelated to the error term of a mod-
el. Researchers may bypass these problems by turning to
instrument-free methods of which the copula-based ap-
proach introduced by Park und Gupta (2012) seems to be
most attractive if the relevant assumptions hold. If these
assumptions are violated, linking marketing variables to
parameters of flexible aggregate response functions
(Manchanda et al. 2004; Hruschka 2010) constitutes a vi-
able solution.

To our knowledge existing studies with flexible aggre-
gate response functions have not taken endogeneity into
account. The copula-based approach is appropriate for
nonlinear models in principle, but its application to any
of the semiparametric methods dealt with in section 3 has
not been demonstrated.
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